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Kim Lighting + SEPCO = PartnErS in SOLar LED Lighting LuminairES
through a strategic partnership, SEPCO and Kim Lighting, a division of hubbell Lighting, are pleased to meet your  
alternative energy lighting needs from garden landscapes to streets.

abOut Kim Lighting

Kim Lighting is the world’s foremost designer and  
manufacturer of quality, high performance outdoor  
architectural and landscape lighting products. these  
include roadway, pedestrian, low-level and building 
mounted solutions for contemporary or traditional  
applications. Kim Lighting is committed to the  
advancements of solid state lighting and the future 
of renewable energy sources. Kim Lighting, an 
affiliate of hubbell Lighting, inc., is based in City  
of industry, Ca. more information is available at  
www.kimlighting.com.

SOLar

Solar panels are made up of Photovoltaic cells,  
electrical semiconductors most commonly made of  
silicon. Photovoltaic cells capitalize on the energy of the  
sun by harvesting light and converting it to electricity.  
when sunlight hits the solar panel, electrons present  
in the valance band of metallic atoms on the surface 
absorb the sun’s energy, become excited and jump  
to the atoms’ conduction bands. these electrons 
carry a negative charge and are attracted to a positively 
charged electrode completing the circuit and building up  
electrical voltage.

abOut SEPCO

recognized as the leading industrial solar lighting 
company in the world, our specialized products 
are uniquely tailored to meet the needs of today’s  
industry. SEPCO provides unmatched industry  
experience, technology, and customer service.  
Our number one priority is to understand the unique 
goals and needs of each of our clients and then 
meet those needs. more information is available at  
www.sepco-solarlighting.com.

     hOw it wOrKS

ECOnOmiCS
as of 2011, the cost of solar power has fallen well  
below that of nuclear power and is set to fall further.  
nellis air force base is receiving photoelectric  
power for 2.2¢/kwh and grid power for 9¢/kwh.  
Since  photovoltaic cells typically last 25 to 40 years, 
the international Conference on Solar Photovoltaic 
investments, organized by EPia has estimated that  
PV systems pay back investors in 8 to 12 years.  
reducing maintenance costs by improving lamp  
life and fixture reliability is the key component of  
outdoor lighting. in fact, for some outdoor applications 
such as roadways, lighting maintenance savings can 
far exceed energy savings. 

in addition, solar LED luminaires are easier to install 
than their wired counterparts. On projects where there 
is no existing electrical grid, it costs less to install  
solar because the electrical infrastructure doesn’t 
have to be built up. no trenching, wiring, or additional  
electrical components are required, and it takes less 
time to install our solar solution than building the  
required infrastructure to connect to the grid.
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SECurity / SuStainabiLity / SafEty

Solar LED lighting solutions from Kim Lighting and SEPCO  
offer civilian and military applications added security, huge  
energy savings and sustainability. Kim Lighting recognizes  
that there is no “one size fits all” solution for exterior lighting  
and that each customer requires unique considerations.  as one  
of the largest lighting manufacturers, we are uniquely equipped 
to meet needs from lighting design, education, engineering 
installation and ongoing customer service.

aPPLiCatiOnS guiDE:  
• Streets 
• Parking Lots
• Boardwalks
• Public Parks 
• Rest Stops 
• Gardens
• Walking Paths
• Bus Stations

SOLar VS. StanDarD griD ELECtriC: 

rELiabLE rESOurCE: the sun is an unlimited energy source.  
Even on the cloudiest of days the panels still absorb the sun’s rays. 
Solar is the absolute of reliability,

nO trEnChing: Simply add a battery pack to your existing lighting 
without having to dig, re-wire or tear down. 

aVaiLabLE anywhErE: Solar can be installed remotely in areas of 
direct sunlight to provide light to locations without sunlight.

DurabLE: Photovoltaic cells are encased in glass to protect the 
delicate silicon wafers from nature’s harsh elements.

ECO-friEnDLy: Solar panels are carbon neutral, and don’t have to 
be tied to an electrical grid.

COSt SaVingS: Solar provides cost savings because the sun acts as 
an “utility energy company” without cost.

EaSy inStaLLatiOn: Solar panels are easy to install, only needing 
basic wiring and bolts for secure conversion.

LOw VOLtagE: Solar utilizes lower voltage, typically 12 Volts,  
which means safer usage and installation.

EnErgy SaVingS: Solar provides free energy from the sun and is 
an ideal source for LED/CfL lamps and other low power consump-
tion electronic products.

battEry baCKuP: most solar systems utilize a battery backup    
to keep the system running for up to five days.

DarK SKy COmPLiant: in conjunction with the proper lighting  
fixtures, solar lights are compliant with dark sky ordinances due  
to lower lumens per watt.

taX CrEDitS/grantS: the government is providing tax credits 
and grants to help with the purchase of solar, as well as other  
alternative energy options.



aLtituDEtm

the ultimate in luminaire design innovation with a unique balance of form, engineering  
and unique PicoPrismtm optics. Specify aLtituDE small housing for pedestrian walkways, parks  
and building perimeters.
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thE arChEtyPE® LED
modern architecture often integrates curvilinear, rectilinear, classical, and neo-classical styles into  
a single structure. the eclectic shape of the archetype LED readily adapts to and universally  
complements contemporary architectural design.

bOunCE® LED
bounce features a subtle indirect component that addresses the growing concern for control  
of glare and light trespass, with a unique visual presence both day and night.

CurViLinEar CutOff LED
the Curvilinear LED series is conceived as a total integration of design and technology.  
this family of luminaires is a direct response to the needs of today and engineered with tomorrow’s 
insights in energy efficiency and glare control.

CfL® LED
the CfL1 is designed for broad illumination with the fixture relatively close to the lighted surface 
maintaining excellent uniformity throughout its beam pattern. recommended distance from the 
lighted surface is 3’ to 15’ depending on lamp and wattage.

warP9® LED
typical site lighting attempts to embellish, decorate, or adorn, often beyond the original  
architectural intent. warP9 LED was designed to disappear from the site, camouflage itself  
within its surroundings, and avoid detection from daytime visual perception.

 
you can use any light source with solar as long as you have enough panels to support the system. LEDs are the best option  
today because they consume the least amount of power and can be dimmed  to consume even less power. these two factors  
combined make Kim Lighting + SEPCO ideal solutions.
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